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Chapter 761: Life and Death 

Despite all the events that took place between the appearance of the black fog that enveloped Lin Rui 

and JARVIS controlling Iron Man to rescue him from the courtyard, these events happened very quickly, 

in a total of only two or three seconds. 

So, as Evans anxiously approaches Lin Rui, the Dark Elf who is still in the courtyard being besieged by 

Iron Man is still screaming and trying to get out. But how could JARVIS let him get away with it so easily? 

“#%￥r$&^!” However, just as JARVIS was trying to finish off the Dark Elf warrior based on his 

calculations, he suddenly threw out the weapon he was holding with a furious cry. 

Swoosh! 

In the next moment, a black shadow appeared out of thin air and blinked through the patio several 

times as if it was teleporting. 

Boom! Bang Bang Bang! 

Then, the central Iron Men besieging the Dark Elf fighters all inexplicably burst open. The sudden 

explosion of these Iron Men gave the Dark Elf warrior at the center a chance to get out, and he certainly 

didn’t give up, and with a sudden step, he was already on top of an Iron Man that was coming his way. 

Brush! 

The next thing anyone knew, the Dark Elf warriors that JARVIS had trapped in the courtyard and was 

trying to tackle directly burst out of dimensional space! 

“Incorrect judgment of strength! Plan change! First priority is to protect Jackson Lin’s safety!” After that 

Dark Elf suddenly took action to defeat a few Iron Mans and rushed out of the dimension space, JARVIS 

instantly changed his plan of action. 

Whew! 

“Agent Evans, I’m getting Jackson Lin out of here! Please leave right now. I am not sure that I can control 

the situation here.” As Evans was standing next to Lin Rui to see if he was still alive, JARVIS’s voice rang 

out next to him. 

Swipe! 

Then, before Evans could answer, the Iron Man suit that had just brought Li Rui here had instantly 

disintegrated into dozens of pieces. Then, they quickly surround the unconscious Lin Rui and begin to 

arm him. In front of Evans’ eyes, Lin Rui has been fully armed with an Iron Man suit. 

“Roar! t&$%^&*&^!” While JARVIS was arming Lin Rui, the Dark Elf warrior who had just burst out of 

the patio came charging, howling, with a short, sharp blade in one hand. 

Facing the onslaught of the Dark Elf warrior, JARVIS controls the other Iron Men to block him from 

reaching here. 



However, the Dark Elf warrior who has escaped from the interdimensional space has increased his 

flexibility and he is able to move closer to Lin Rui even under the combined attack of a dozen Iron Men. 

Moreover, the power of his pitch-black blade was so great that he could split open an Iron Man suit 

every time he disappeared. 

Fortunately, such a move is obviously a considerable burden on Dark Elf warriors, as he slows down each 

time he uses it and he wouldn’t be able to use it for some time. Otherwise, with this move alone, these 

Iron Man would not be able to stop him for long. 

“Oh! Okay, I’ll leave with you!” Evans finally responds after hearing a roar from the Dark Elf warrior who 

is being locked in battle with a dozen Iron Men behind them. 

“Then leave quickly.” 

Brush! 

In the next moment, the Iron Man suit armed with Lin Rui has activated its power system and slowly 

levitated. JARVIS would not have taken such a gentle take-off if Lin Rui had not been in such a poor 

physical condition. Evans, who clearly did not qualify for the Iron Man suit, quickly ran out on his legs 

while looking at the Dark Elf. 

“…￥%…#” “……￥%……! @#” Noticing that the enemy he had been chasing was swallowed up by these 

annoying metal things and is now leaving, the Dark Elf warrior who had been besieged and already 

bruised roared again and grabbed the short blade in his hand for another swing. 

Phew! 

Dī Dī D! 

“Danger! Danger!” JARVIS had already sounded an urgent alarm as the dagger vanished from the hands 

of the Dark Elf warrior. 

Boom! 

However, JARVIS’s reaction is still too late, and the missing blade has already appeared on the back of 

the flying Lin Rui – armed Iron Man suit. 

There was only a loud bang, and the Iron Man suit was broken just like other Iron Man suits before it. 

The next moment, the short blade will pass through the body of Lin Rui, who is seriously injured and 

unconscious inside. 

If Lin Rui had been awake and in perfect health, he might have been able to block the blow. However, 

Lin Rui has been in a coma since his appearance from the dimensional space and he shows no sign of 

waking up at all. 

In addition, even if Lin Rui wakes up at this time, there is nothing he can do. In order to leave the Magic 

Cube for his own research, he has no more Reward points on him to exchange for life-saving things. 

Dī Dī D! 



Although JARVIS has done his best to protect Lin Rui, his short-term analysis of the short blade was not 

enough to stop him from attacking. Therefore, despite the constant ringing of the alarm in the 

background, JARVIS couldn’t do anything. 

As an artificial intelligence that has gradually developed “feelings”, JARVIS seems to be in a daze, it was 

as if he is seeing the loss of a friend at this moment. 

Huhu~ 

If one takes a slow-motion view of what’s happening on the fifth floor of this half-built building ten they 

would see a dozen Iron Men frantically attacking a Dark Elf Elite warrior who has lost his right arm. 

On the other side, Lin Rui, who is emerging from the torn Iron Man Armor is quickly being stabbed at his 

back with a short dark blade. Evans, who was watching from a distance, stared and opened his mouth to 

shout something. 

Pū! ~ 

The next moment, the short, dark blade was piercing Lin Rui’s back, then slowly moving into Lin Rui’s 

heart. At this point, even Quicksilver, Magneto’s son, wouldn’t be able to save Lin Rui from the blade. 

As if stung by the dagger in his back, Lin Rui’s comatose right hand loosens slightly, revealing a faint 

green glow clenched between his fingers. 

“Hey!… This kid is really good at doing things!” 

Buzzing~ 

And just as the dagger had sunk into Lin Rui’s back and was about to pierce his heart, a deep voice 

suddenly rang out in this chaotic space. Then, a very strange wave around Lin Rui appeared out of thin 

air. Along with the appearance of this strange wave, a green phalanx of magic suddenly enveloped the 

unfinished building. 

If Lin Rui had been awake at this time and can see the scene outside the unfinished building, then he 

would have known what this green circle is. Because this is similar to the in which the Ancient One used 

Time Stone on that S-Class lifeform on another planet! 

Chapter 762: Flowing Back 

After the sudden appearance of the green magic formation that just enveloped the patio below and the 

surrounding five-story area above the unfinished building, the area enveloped by it was like being 

isolated to a magical space where everything stood still. 

This stillness is not the stillness of space, but the stop of time! When Lin Rui’s life was finally threatened 

with death, the Ancient One, who had been hiding behind him, finally made a move. Plus, it’s the direct 

use of one of the Infinity Stone. Because there is no better way to pull Lin Rui back from the brink of 

death than the Time Stone of Ancient One. 

Buzzing~ 



The green magic array above the patio was playing its role, and the battle below, which had been 

fiercely fought earlier, now abruptly came to a halt. The Dark Elf Elite warrior who was surrounded by a 

dozen Iron Mans still maintained the pose of throwing out the short blade in his hand, and the cruelty 

and wantonness of resolving the enemy was emerging in his bloodshot eyes. 

The dozens of Iron Men trying to stop him were bombarding him with high-powered bullets, micro 

missiles, and laser beams. However, while the time stood still, these attacks were stopped in midair, and 

even the blasts of fire and blast that had already struck the Dark Elf warriors were magically stopped. 

As for Evans, he is running in the direction of Lin Rui. In the stillness of time, his mouth is wide open with 

terror and his eyes are wide with disbelief, all of which indicate his anxiety and extreme worry. 

Finally, there is Lin Rui, because the Iron Man suit he is armed with is directly split open by the short 

blade. At this moment, the broken parts of the Iron Man suit beside Lin Rui remain flying in all 

directions. In the middle, Lin Rui is in a coma, looking as if suffering from the short blade that has been 

inserted into his back. 

The blade that should have pierced Lin Rui’s heart and killed him at this time also stopped. The short 

blade that had sunk into his back could not move any further, and only a small puncture wound has 

been created in Lin Rui’s heart by that blade. 

Phoo~ 

In this time-static space, a figure suddenly appeared beside Lin Rui out of thin air. This person is dressed 

casually in a retro style and sporting a simple beard, he looked young but his eyes showed signs of age. 

He is the Ancient One, the Great Sorcerer that had caused this moment has finally revealed himself. 

The right hand of Ancient One, which appeared out of thin air, is now open, and there is a small green 

phalanx in front of the palm slowly running. And on his chest, a light green gleam showed some color. 

Looking at the situation where time was still due to his hands, Ancient One’s deep eyes also revealed a 

trace of emotion. Seeing Lin Rui, whose body was full of blood and a short blade had inserted in his 

back, a faint relief seemed to flash in Ancient One’s eyes. 

“You are still too young! Even if you have a lot of secrets, they are enough to make you grow up to a 

point that I can’t predict. But now, every experience you have is full of thorns and danger, I would only 

take one careless mistake and everything you have done would be gone.” Ancient One said inexplicably 

as he looked at Lin Rui. 

Although Ancient One knew that Lin Rui couldn’t hear what he was saying now, he didn’t need Lin Rui to 

hear them either. These words were just some of Ancient One’s feelings about Lin Rui’s recent 

experiences. 

As the only person who knows the origins of Lin Rui, Ancient One pays very high attention to him, 

otherwise, he would not have been able to come here in time when Lin Rui was on brink of his death. 

In his previous meetings with Lin Rui, Ancient One has seen what Lin Rui can do, and it is also clear that 

he does regard himself as a member of this world and wants to lead the earth towards the big stage of 

the universe. 



So, even if Lin Rui, an alien soul with a hidden secret, has been bouncing around doing all kinds of things, 

Ancient One still did not intervene and let him do as he pleases. 

But this time, Lin Rui’s actions finally lead him into this life-threatening situation. The “Ancient One” 

would not have used the Time Stone otherwise. 

It should be noted that although the six Infinity stones are gems of infinite power, they are also the 

products of the whole universe and play a subtle and inexplicable role in maintaining the stability of the 

universe. Therefore, if he doesn’t need to then the Ancient One would not use the Time Stone. After all, 

he is strong enough to handle most things himself. 

This time Lin Rui’s current situation forced Ancient One to use the Time Stone to rescue him. Obviously, 

Ancient One felt that Lin Rui could not survive the crisis by himself this time. 

After seeing Lin Rui’s situation at this time, Ancient One’s sight stayed a few times on the Dark Elf Elite 

fighter who was surrounded and being attacked by more than a dozen Iron Mans not far away. 

“The Dark Elves? Are they planning to do something again?” Even the Ancient One doesn’t know why 

this Dark Elf had appeared here. 

Although Ancient One is powerful, he is not a god and cannot be omniscient and omnipotent. The Dark 

Elves are united with Frost Giant to force Asgard’s army back, and then Malekith himself led the most 

elite team into the Asgard forbidden area to search for Aether, which in itself was a top-secret matter. 

If Ancient One knew about it then he would not let this happen. Although Ancient One would not care 

about the Aether, he would not let it fall into Dark Elf’s hands. When the Dark Elves had fought against 

the Nine Realms last time, Ancient One had not inherited the position of Sorcerer Supreme, but he knew 

the ambition of the Dark Elves. 

“No matter what the Dark Elves wants to do this time, it would be nice to not let you succeed anyway.” 

The Ancient One spoke indifferently while raising his right hand.. 

Buzzing~ 

In the space where time was stopped, only the Ancient One could move freely. As he raised his right 

hand, the miniature green magic circle began to rotate. Then, a magical scene happened! 

Huhuhu! 

With the rotation of the green magic circle in Ancient One’s right hand, more magical things happened 

in this area where time was stopped. The various objects that had been stationary started to move 

again, but this time they fell back along their previous trajectory! 

The whole space was like a movie rewinding itself, except for Ancient One, everything else was going 

back quickly along the trajectory of motion! Time rewind! This is a very abnormal ability of Time Stone! 

Rustling! 

Under the effect of going backward in time, everything is returning against the rules of physics. 

Therefore, the short blade that had been inserted into Lin Rui’s back quickly retreated by itself. After the 



short blade went out of Lin Rui’s back, Lin Rui’s heart that had been pierced with a small wound was also 

recovering in the reverse of time. 

Chapter 763: Systematic Error! 

Huhu~ 

Back in time, the metal parts of the Iron Man suit that had just exploded and dispersed from Lin Rui 

come back one by one, as if arming him again. Soon, Lin Rui is once again protected by the Iron Man 

suit. 

In slow motion, the flight track of the short blade that punctured Lin Rui’s back can finally be seen 

clearly. It turns out that the blade doesn’t travel in a straight line, it takes a very weird path, and it 

travels very fast. Almost in the twinkling of an eye, the blade had turned several turns in midair and was 

at last back in the hands of the Dark Elf. 

And when the short blade returned to the Dark Elf’s hand, it also meant that time had gone back to the 

moment Lin Rui was in fatal danger. At this time, although JARVIS has no way to block the blow, there is 

an Ancient One here. 

So, while Evans slowly closed his wide-open mouth, the Ancient One glanced at the Dark Elf who was 

staring in the direction of Lin Rui, and then silently waved his right hand. 

Pū! 

As Ancient One waved, the dagger, which had been back in the hand of the Dark Elf, moved again. It 

slipped out of the hand’s control and quickly passed over the Dark Elf several times. When the Ancient 

One finished waving, the dagger feebly fell to the ground. 

Buzzing~ 

After doing all this, the green miniature magic circle in front of Ancient One’s right hand also stopped 

spinning. The reversal timeline stopped again, but with Ancient One’s action, the time will keep Dark Elf 

alive a little longer. 

“Although I shouldn’t have done it, I still did it. So, I hope you don’t let me down.” After solving this 

crisis, Ancient One turned to look at Lin Rui, who was armed with the Iron Man Armor again, and 

muttered to himself. 

The next moment “Ancient One” shakes his head and was prepared to leave this place. But before he 

could leave, he seemed to notice something and stopped halfway around. 

Once again, the Ancient One looked through the Iron Man suit and saw Lin Rui inside. At this point, the 

Ancient One focuses on the position of Lin Rui’s right hand. 

“En? I didn’t realize you had one of these. Looks like you got a lot of good stuff out of your trip to 

another planet. Maybe you would have been fine even if I didn’t do this. Haha, but that’s what makes it 

interesting!” No one knows what the Ancient One saw but the expression on his face suddenly became a 

little weird as he muttered to himself. 

Brush! 



The next moment, the Ancient One finally disappears before time runs properly again. 

Bang Bang! 

Rumble! 

When Ancient One disappears, the timeline that was originally stationary continues to flow again. The 

attacks from Iron Man who besieged Dark Elf first erupted in a round of violent explosions. 

The Dark Elf, who was able to resist or evade these attacks, did not evade at all in this round of attacks. 

His blood-red eyes widened rapidly, and blood burst from all over his body. 

In addition to the injuries that Iron Man had created, there were also many wounds that were obviously 

caused by weapons. However, in the eyes of outsiders at least, this Dark Elf fighter fell powerlessly 

under the blow of a dozen Iron Mans. 

Shout! 

Dī Dī Dī Dī! ~ 

“The strike was successful and the life signs of the target are fading. “Jarvis observed the situation after 

the Dark Elf fell. 

Zi Zi Zi~ 

“Alarm! Alarm! An unknown error occurred in the system! An unknown error occurred in the system!” 

After JARVIS finally defeated the Dark Elf, his core system suddenly issued an alarm. 

Dī Dī! 

“Unable to analyze the cause of the error, deploying the current solution and isolating the error area!” 

After a quick self-analysis, JARVIS quickly made a decision. 

Dī Dī! ~ 

The next moment, the inner system of Iron Man’s suit, which is flying outward with Lin Rui, is suddenly 

disconnected from the JARVIS core system. 

With the exception of the Iron Man suit, all Iron Man suits in the half-finished building were instantly 

disconnected from JARVIS’s core system. 

After staying in the same place for a second, the Iron Man suit armed with Lin Rui still rushed out quickly 

and flew out of the ruined building towards The direction of New York. As for the rest of the Iron Man 

suit, some of them sped away, while others stayed put. 

JARVIS leaves two final orders before disconnecting from the rest of the Iron Man suits, one of which is 

for some of them to quickly return to New York base with Lin Rui. The other is for the rest of them to 

stay behind to watch the interdimensional space gateway in case some Dark Elf appears again. 

So, while the Iron Man suits are no longer connected to JARVIS’s core systems, their own stand-alone 

systems can still follow JARVIS’s last command to complete the mission. 



“Hey!?” Looking at those Iron Men leaving quickly, Evans, who had stopped walking, could only stand 

there and cry with a helpless expression on his face. 

As a result of turning back the clock, Evans had no recollection of what had just happened. No, what just 

happened never happened to Evans. Therefore, he only felt that JARVIS had finally dealt with the 

formidable alien monster and left with Jackson Lin, whose current situation is unknown. 

Now, the question of whether Evans will stay or report back to SHIELD headquarters is back in his head. 

After seeing the powerful Dark Elf, Evans was already a little afraid. Evans felt it was not worth it to 

throw his life away for the sake of knowledge and rank. Besides, he had seen enough now. 

“So, JARVIS, do you have the situation under control here? Do you need SHIELD support?” So, after 

some thought, Evans approached an Iron Man and asked. 

However, JARVIS, who had been able to talk to Evans, did not respond. The Iron Men, already 

disconnected from the JARVIS core system, had to stick to the last command, which of course did not 

include answering Evans’s question. 

“Uh… that… I’ll contact the headquarters myself.” When he didn’t get an answer from Iron Man, Evans 

took two embarrassed steps back and pulled out his communicator. 

Dī Dī! 

With a few clicks on his communicator, Evans had sent out a request to speak. 

Chapter 764: Sudden Change 

While Lin Rui was severely injured because he blocked the dimensional entrance to the earth from the 

Dark Elves, tensions were also running high in the other corner of the Globe on the Siberia SHIELD base. 

Harry had already left Siberia and rushed to New York after receiving JARVIS ‘news. He wanted to see 

with his own eyes what was going on with Lin Rui and why JARVIS’ news was so uncertain and serious. 

And after Harry left the Siberia Base, JARVIS’s support for SHIELD also arrived. It was a hundred Iron 

Men and an elite team that SHIELD has assembled to support Rogers and others on the other side of the 

portal. JARVIS had almost sent out the entire inventory in order to bring Tony Stark back safely. 

Because of the accident that just happened to Lin Rui over there, JARVIS has a new judgment on Dark 

Elf’s power. Otherwise, it would have been impossible for JARVIS to send a hundred Iron Man here. 

One must know that no matter how rich Tony is, if so many Iron Man are all damaged at the space 

portal then even Tony Stark wouldn’t be able to bear all the cost. However, JARVIS doesn’t care how 

much he has to pay in order to allow the people on the Earth’s side to return safely. 

“I don’t know what happened with Mirage Knight! Ah, let’s stabilize the situation here first!” The C.O. 

who had discussed the situation with Harry mutters helplessly as Iron Man after Iron Man rushes 

through the space portal. 

This time, the venture to gain extraterrestrial intelligence beyond the portal is one of the riskiest 

decisions that SHIELD has ever made, and even though Director Fury was a risk-taker in the past, there is 

no way something like this was even going to happen with him at command. 



One must know that if everyone involved in Project S is trapped in Dark Elf territory beyond the space 

portal then it would not be a loss for a few powerful and important people, but a huge loss for the entire 

planet. 

Without these people, SHIELD, Stark Industries, X-Men, and more recently League of Defenders would 

collapse for the most part. However, the situation of the Earth is not so safe at this time. 

The Extremis incident involving Killian has just passed, and it is unknown how many people hiding in the 

dark want to take the highest dominion of the earth. Therefore, all the people involved in project S must 

come back safely as the earth needs them to protect it. 

Of course, what they are doing now is also protecting the earth. Just like what Rogers said before 

starting the S Plan, the threat of this Portal is more serious than other internal threats, and it is 

necessary to take the initiative to solve this problem. However, if the price of grabbing the initiative is 

their sacrifice then no one is willing to see such a result. 

Buzz! 

While batches of Iron Man passed through the portal, another somewhat damaged drone rushed out of 

the portal. The Communication Officer quickly asked some people to assess the drone as he wanted to 

know the information that the drone had brought back. 

“Plan S is blocked, we will be in full retreat, ready to receive!” 

When the communication officer finally got the news from the drone, the expression on his face 

changed. 

Bang! 

“Initiate level A defense!” Although he was very reluctant to believe that Captain Rogers and the others 

had failed, he had to quickly prepare for the response. 

“I hope you all make a safe return! Instead of developing extraterrestrial regions, the earth needs your 

protection at this time!” After giving the command, the communications officer looked ahead at the 

portal, which was still sending out spatial waves, and thought silently. 

… 

Boom! 

Boom! 

Across the battlefield on the other side of the portal, fierce battles are taking place in all locations. Since 

Storm was poised to deliver a powerful thunderbolt to the Dark Elf Elite warrior three minutes ago, the 

rest of the Dark Elf warriors seem to have been spurred on by a massive burst of strength, each of them 

bearing down on Iron Man’s blows as they approach the portal. 

As for the Dark Elf Elite warrior who suffered a thunderbolt blow, he did not die or lose his fighting 

ability under this blow, he only lost an arm at the cost of preserving his life. 



Moreover, it seems that the environment here has a strengthening effect on his body, and he who lost 

an arm did not show any reduction in strength. Like other Dark Elf warriors, he himself exploded out 

with amazing power and rushed towards the Portal. 

Originally, Captain Rogers was teaming up with Daredevil and Hank the beast as melee warriors, and 

with Falcon and other Iron Men harassing and assaulting the powerful Dark Elf Elite Warrior, they had 

no problem in containing him. 

However, after three rounds of continued fighting, Daredevil was caught in the back by a claw after he 

lost all his arm strength. 

If it wasn’t for Rogers’ timely response to help him with his shield, Daredevil would have been killed in 

that blow. However, Daredevil was also seriously injured and quickly escaped from the battlefield with 

the help of Iron Man and soon fell into a coma. At this point, the first serious casualty of the S Plan 

appeared. 

Since Daredevil was seriously injured, the Earth team, which had some advantages, was completely 

suppressed. The first ones that couldn’t stand it were SHIELD’s K squad and S squad. They themselves 

faced more enemies than their own number. 

After the enemy’s strength increased greatly, it was normal for them to be unable to hold them back. If 

it wasn’t for JARVIS fighting many enemies and providing support all over the battlefield, the sacrifices 

of the K and S teams would have been inevitable. 

Even so, they continued to get injured, and they could only keep retreating towards the portal. This 

change of situation continued for three minutes, and Rogers finally realized that this time the plan could 

no longer be carried out. 

They have made a huge misjudgment of the strength of the Dark Elves, and their strength has also been 

inexplicably suppressed here, especially the X-Men who can exert great strength, their powers have 

been suppressed a lot. 

Pū! 

“Stark! How long can JARVIS hold out?!” After blocking an attack from the Dark Elf Elite warrior, Rogers 

rolled over to Tony’s side and looked at Tony who kept firing laser beams and asked with a bit of dismay. 

Chapter 765: Attacked 

Pū Pū Pū! 

“The number of Iron Men remaining in combat has been reduced to fifteen in order to secure the safe 

evacuation of the wounded. If it goes on like this, it’s a question of whether we can get out safely!” Tony 

continued to fire laser beams from both arms blocking the Dark Elf Elite warrior in front of him who had 

entered a state of rage. Tony was also feeling a little confused and helpless from the battle at this time. 

Brush! 

“Damn it!” Just as Tony took time to answer Rogers’ question, a long black shadow suddenly appeared 

in front of him, and Tony could only let out an angry shout when he reacted. 



Boom! 

The next moment, the shadow was striking the breastplate of Tony’s Iron Man suit. The original hard 

armor failed to block effectively under the impact of the shadow, and directly broke apart, while the 

shadow continued to stab Tony’s chest inside! 

“Stark!” Rogers roared worriedly as the shadow shattered the armor on Tony’s chest and stabbed him. 

But the speed of the shadow was too great. Even if Rogers had reacted, there’s no way his shield would 

have blocked the attack on Tony at this point! 

Buzz! 

At this critical moment, the breastplate of Iron Man’s suit, which had been shattered by the shadow, 

burst forth in a violent wave of energy as it shattered in all directions. Rogers wasn’t physically capable 

of saving Tony in that instant, but JARVIS as an AI certainly had the speed to do it. 

When the shadow tried to stab Tony, JARVIS decisively chose to let the small energy destruct on the 

chest plate. It might not have saved Tony, but it was the only thing JARVIS could have done. 

Boom! 

A flash of fire exploded on Tony’s chest and a moderate impact hit the shadow from the side. However, 

this shock wave is not enough to change the trajectory of the shadow’S attack, it can only affect it a little 

and it is still stabbed towards Tony’s chest! 

“Looks like I failed!” Tony thought helplessly as he watched the black shadow stab into his chest. 

Hum! 

But just as the shadow was about to Pierce Tony’s chest, a pale green light came out of him again. The 

pale green glow seemed to be coming from the surface of Tony’s body, just before the shadow hit his 

chest. No one knows what the pale green light is, but it helped Tony block out the dark shadow for a 

moment in this crisis. 

Pū! 

And in just such a tiny amount of time, Rogers, who rushed over, finally knocked Tony down. And the 

layer of pale green light also shattered just after Rogers knocked Tony down, and the black shadow that 

was blocked grazed Tony’s shoulder and pierced the shoulder armor. 

Brush! 

The black shadow that almost pierced Tony penetrated Tony’s shoulder armor slid into the ground 

behind him, and the black shadow was finally revealed after being inserted into the ground. 

It was a black spear, the weapon of the Dark Elf Elite warrior. It was this long spear that dropped several 

Iron Mans in seconds, and JARVIS never found a good way to block this magical weapon. 

Bang! 



Not long after it was inserted into the ground, the spear was pulled out of thin air again, and then flew 

to the position of the Dark Elf warrior. 

Although there was always someone blocking it in the process, the black spear still flew back into Dark 

Elf’s hands despite various attacks. Then, the Dark Elf Warrior resumed his fight against the other 

warriors on the Earthside. 

Boom! 

Tony, who was knocked down by Rogers, rolled twice on the ground and stood up immediately, then 

looked down at his chest, which was no longer protected by a breastplate. 

There, in addition to the miniature Arc Reactor that has not been taken out, there is a small pendant 

hanging around the neck, which is a small object made of wooden rattan. 

This pendant was given to Tony by Lin Rui a long time ago. Tony knew that what Lin Rui gave him would 

not be simple, so he wore it all the time. He had studied it for a long time before but he didn’t find 

anything. At this time, the pendant had broken from the middle, and it looked like it had been damaged. 

Needless to say, the light green light just now came from this pendant. And this pendant was given to 

him a long time ago by Lin Rui in order to give Tony an extra life-saving thing when he was in danger, but 

Tony had not used it before. 

“Jackson! Looks like you saved me again kid!” Tony muttered softly as he reached for the broken 

pendant on his chest. 

Shout! 

“Stark! Are you alright?!” While Tony was touching the pendant on his chest, Rogers was already up and 

worried. 

“I am fine!” 

Kakaka! 

Tony replied as he disarmed his broken Iron Man suit. Then, JARVIS had already controlled another Iron 

Man suit that was intact and flew over and quickly armed Tony again. 

“We can’t continue fighting! We must retreat!” Although he didn’t know how Tony escaped from such a 

dangerous situation just now, Rogers knew that their plan this time had failed. The Dark Elf’s strength 

was far greater than they had thought. 

“Of course, we must retreat, just look at the current situation…” Looking away from the pendant on his 

chest, Tony looked at the unstoppable tall figure in front of him and spoke in a deep tone. 

“I’ve already sent back the news of the situation here, and support should be here soon. As long as we 

can withstand it, we can evacuate safely!” Rogers spoke solemnly after hearing Tony’s words. 

“It can only be like this, and I don’t know why, the strength of these Dark Elf will suddenly become so 

powerful!” 

“That’s all we can do, I still can’t figure out why these Dark Elves suddenly became so powerful!” 



“It doesn’t matter what the reason is, for now, we must persevere!” 

Pū! 

With the last word, Rogers rushed out with his shield again, targeting the mighty Dark Elf warrior. And 

behind Rogers, Tony also rushed out. 

… 

“Professor, what should I do now?” When Rogers and Tony were in the front, Blink, who was the most 

severely suppressed, stood at the back beside Professor Charles and asked in a solemn tone. 

“Blink, do you still have the confidence to kill that Dark Elf warrior with one hit?” Charles asked back 

without answering Blink’s question. 

“…I’m not sure, but I can give it a try!” After two seconds of silence, Blink replied hesitantly. 

“Well, let’s try it together! Blink, this is the only time we can safely return to Earth!” 

“Okay, Professor!” 

Chapter 766 

Bang! Bang! 

On the increasingly chaotic battlefield, the Elite warrior led by Dark Elf contained several people on the 

Earth side, including Captain Rogers and Iron Man. As for other battle circles, except for Spiderman 

Peter, who is a free man on the battlefield, the pressure on others is very high. 

Pū Pū Pū! 

“Are these guys on performance-enhancing drugs? So much strength!” He was running out of spider 

web, and Peter could no longer bind them with webs as the Dark Elf warriors grew stronger. 

Although Peter is also very powerful and Spiderman himself is a Vigilante combining strength and agility 

but he is now forced to use his strength almost to fight against the enemy, although the more the fight 

progressed, the more passive Peter becomes. 

After all, Spiderman isn’t Hulk, and he couldn’t really defeat so many enemies with strength alone. 

Whew! 

And just as Peter was beginning to feel weary from the battle, a small object with a dark shape suddenly 

appeared at his feet, it was thrown by Dark Elf, whom Peter had kicked out. When the little thing 

appeared at his feet, all the hair on Peter’s body stood on end as his Spider Sense frantically alerts Peter 

to great danger! 

So, without any hesitation, Peter stepped a little and jumped up at full speed. But before Peter could 

jump up, the little thing that had landed at his feet had already exploded. 

Buzz! 



The next moment, with a strong space fluctuation, a miniature black hole appeared out of thin air under 

Peter’s jumping feet! It turned out that the Dark Elf just threw a black hole grenade at Peter! 

Brush Brush! 

The sight of the black hole drew everything in its vicinity, and Peter, who had jumped so high, was being 

pulled down by the pull of the black hole at his feet. Although Peter kept shooting out webs to pull 

himself out, it had no effect and he kept falling. 

“Aargh!! Damn it! Damn it! JARVIS! I need help!” Peter felt the immense danger from the tiny black hole 

beneath him, and he clutched the webs with both hands while calling out to JARVIS. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

In fact, several Iron Men had already taken notice of the situation before Peter asked JARVIS for help. 

After all, it was the first time that a black hole grenade had been seen on the battlefield, and the 

explosion of a tiny black hole caught the attention of all. 

However, even if the Iron Men hit the black hole with all their might, the black hole will still continue to 

attract things around it, and the scope of influence is also getting bigger and bigger. 

Buzz~ 

The miniature black hole was still attracting things around him. As for Peter, he couldn’t hold on 

anymore. The only thing that was still connected to the spider web in his hand was the three Iron Man 

flying in the air. However, if they continued, the three Iron Mans would also be pulled down by Peter as 

their full power flight power was still unable to resist the attraction of the black hole below. 

“Mr. Stark!” Seeing that the black hole below was about to swallow him up, Peter shouted in a panic. 

When his life was in danger, Peter finally sought the help of adults like a child who had not grown up. 

Brush! 

“Peter! Damn it! What the hell is that!” When Peter called out to Tony, Tony finally took the time to look 

around. However, after seeing the situation there, the look in Tony’s eyes suddenly changed and he 

cursed. 

“JARVIS! Do your best to rescue Spiderman! Also, inform the others, Spiderman must be rescued!” Tony 

shouted in a serious tone seeing that Peter was about to be swallowed by the black hole. 

Boom! 

Tony was already a little flustered after making such an arrangement. Tony was filled with confidence in 

this action, after all, the team assembled by the Earth Side was unprecedentedly powerful. 

However, after an inexplicable burst of power from the Dark Elves, they are being pushed back. Now 

Spiderman is about to be swallowed by that black hole, and Tony won’t let that happen. 

“Sir, Professor Charles said he needs three seconds, let us cooperate.” Just after Tony gave this order, 

JARVIS’s reminder suddenly sounded in his ears. 



“Charles is finally going to strike again? Okay, then let’s put up another fight!” Hearing JARVIS’s 

reminder, Tony was shocked and rushed out again! 

Whoosh! 

“I’m only seventeen! I don’t want to die! Mr. Stark! Jackson, I don’t want to die!” The spider web in his 

hand is getting broken one by one, and Peter could already feel the sound coming from the black hole 

under him and thoughts of despair gradually appeared in Peter’s heart. 

Snap~ 

Finally, the spider web holding Peter to the three Iron Man finally broke. The next moment, Peter was 

like a stumbled person falling powerlessly from a tall building. 

At the same time as the spider web in his hand was broken, Peter also seemed to have given up on all 

hope and just watched helplessly as he fell into the black hole below. 

Buzz! 

Pū! 

However, in the next second, Peter directly fell to the solid ground. The hard gravel on the ground made 

Peter feel a little uncomfortable, but this was not what falling into a black hole should feel like! 

Brush! 

“Ah! I’m not dead! I didn’t fall into a black hole!” Peter quickly got up from the ground and touched his 

intact body and shouted in surprise. 

And just when Peter got up from the ground and shouted in surprise, the tiny black hole finally began to 

dissipate at a place more than ten meters away from where he was at this time. And above the 

miniature black hole, a golden magic portal was quickly shattering into golden spots of light. 

Apparently, it was Jack who saved Peter at the last moment. In this situation, except for Jack and Blink, 

no one else could have done anything. And Blink was preparing a big attack with Professor Charles and 

couldn’t care less about Peter, so only Jack made the move. 

“Cough Cough! Pū!” Just as Peter was pleasantly surprised by his escape from the door of death, a 

violent cough came from behind him. 

Phew!! 

Just as Peter turned to look, a figure fell over him. It was Jack! In order to save Peter, Jack, whose magic 

is severely suppressed, used almost all his strength to release a magical portal. At this point, he couldn’t 

resist a spout of blood from coming out of his mouth, and he became unconscious. 

“Jack! Jack!” Peter shouted worriedly while holding Jack up. 

… 

Chapter 767 Collaboration 

Pū! 



“Hey!! Jack! Hold on! You hang in there! I will take you back!” Peter resisted constant attacks around 

him as he dragged the unconscious Jack to the side of the space portal. 

Rip!! 

As Peter struggled to drag Jack back, several white thunderbolts landed beside Peter and Jack, forcing 

back the Dark Elves who were attacking them, it was Storm in the rear for the support! If not for these 

thunderbolts landing from time to time, Peter could not have insisted on retreating with Jack. 

After Tony saw the danger on Peter’s side and gave the order, the others were already hurrying as fast 

as they could. After Jack rescued Spiderman, all the people who can help Spiderman are trying to help 

them retreat. JARVIS has already lost five or six Iron Men to this. 

“Attention everyone! There will be a psychic attack on Dark Elf’s side in three seconds. Retreat while you 

can!” When Peter and Jack retreated, JARVIS’s reminder suddenly sounded in his ear. 

“Professor X is about to attack again!” At the sound of JARVIS’s voice, Peter’s tired spirit shook. 

Professor Charles’ last attack directly abolished almost a quarter of the Dark Elves’ combat power and if 

his psychic shock is as good as it was before then it will be enough to make their retreat easier. 

“Three- two- one!” 

!!!! 

As JARVIS’s countdown ends, a powerful Psychic Power rushes through Spiderman’s rear. In order to 

allow the entire earth team to retreat, Charles has unleashed all his strength, even at the cost of getting 

his brain injured! 

“Yes! ～Good! ……” Although the Psychic Power impact was aimed at the Dark Elves, Peter, who had 

spider senses, could still feel the pressure from the powerful Psychic Power that spread across the 

battlefield. 

Buzz! 

At the same time that Professor Charles’ Psychic Power erupted, a strong spatial fluctuation also 

exploded in the center of the battlefield! Unlike Professor Charles’s Psychic Power that rushed all over 

the battlefield, targeting every Dark Elf warrior. 

This strong spatial fluctuation is completely condensed, and its target is the Dark Elf Elite Warrior leader 

who was fighting against Captain Rogers, Tony, and others! Obviously, this space fluctuation came from 

Blink. 

“Retreat! I can’t influence them for long! ‘ As Peter was distracted by the simultaneous explosion of 

power behind him, the voice of Professor Charles suddenly rang in his head. 

Of course, Professor Charles’s voice didn’t just ring in Spiderman’s head alone, he’s telepathically 

speaking to everyone on the Earthside team. 

Under such a powerful mental suppression by Professor Charles, the ferocious red light in the eyes of 

Dark Elves, who had exploded in strength, weakened a little, and the speed of their attacks slowed down 



a lot. The less powerful Dark Elves were more affected and some of the Dark Elves almost lost 

themselves and could no longer act. 

Brush Brush! 

With the reminder from Professor Charles, the team on the Earth side, which was still fighting hard just 

now, seized the opportunity to counterattack once and then all retreated. And Spiderman also directly 

carried Jack and rushed to the space portal, and everyone else had already rushed there to prepare to 

retreat. 

“Hoo! Hoo!~” Just as Professor Charles’ voice disappeared from everyone’s minds, all the affected Dark 

Elf fighters roared and returned to normal. 

Next, they attacked the retreating Earth team in a more violent manner. However, with the buffer just 

now, the Dark Elves will have a hard time pushing the Earth Side back to where they were before. During 

the chase, the Dark Elves kept getting caught in various traps, and the speed of the chase is constantly 

affected. 

Although the intensity of Charles’ Psychic Power outbreak was stronger than before, the effect was not 

as good as before. In addition to the outbreak of these Dark Elves’ strengths, Professor Charles’ main 

target was the Dark Elf Elite fighter who was putting a lot of pressure on Rogers and others. 

Buzz! 

In conjunction with Blink’s attack, Professor Charles used his powerful Psychic Power to suppress the 

enemy and at the same time, he was also carrying out a mental impact on the Dark Elf Elite warrior. 

Therefore, Professor Charles was the one who was fighting at this time. 

Before getting to know Mirage Knight, Professor Charles never imagined that he would lead the X-Men 

to where it is today. Fighting against extraterrestrial civilizations with other Superheros on Earth is an 

experience that Professor Charles has never imagined for most of his life. 

“Steve! Tony! The rest is up to you! Please take them back safely!” Clutching the metal handlebars of 

the wheelchair with both hands, Professor Charles, sitting in the back, closed his eyes tightly and let out 

a low cry. 

Shout! 

In the next moment, a mental shock that was a bit stronger than before condensed into a mass and 

pressed against the Dark Elf Elite warrior who was fighting in front of him. 

After Professor Charles finished shouting, his closed eyes snapped open and looked forward. Then, the 

light in Professor Charles’ eyes dimmed quickly, and he fell unconscious with a tilt of his head. Professor 

Charles had done his best in order to greatly affect that Dark Elf Elite warrior. 

“Ho! …” 

After Professor Charles passed out, the tiny Cerebro he was wearing on his head gave off two thin 

flashes of electricity, and then nothing happened. Well, it looks like this little Cerebro couldn’t hold its 

own in the face of Charles’s unprecedented outburst. 



Shout! 

After Professor Charles passed out, a figure beside him also collapsed softly, just beside Professor 

Charles’ wheelchair. The figure who suddenly fell down was Blink who had released her only attack, and 

at this time, she also passed out with serious injuries. 

“Roar!……” 

When Professor Charles and Blink fell unconscious at the same time, a roar broke out in the fiercest 

battlefield. However, compared with the previous Dark Elf Elite’s roar in battle, this roar is filled with 

uncontrollable panic and despair. 

“Stark!” Rogers’s voice came out the moment the Dark Elf Elite warrior roared. 

“Die you bastard!” Tony replied in the manner that he could at this time! 

Buzz! 

In the next moment, a burst of dazzling light suddenly erupted in the center of the battle. It was the light 

that could only be emitted when an unknown number of laser beams were condensed together! 

Boom! 

This dazzling light lasted for a second before it ended. When the light covered the situation in the center 

of the battlefield, the Dark Elves who were rushing over slowed down the pace of their attack. They 

seemed to be determining the situation in the middle of the battle. 

Chapter 768 Cling 

Two seconds ago, when Professor Charles shouted and passed out with Blink, the Dark Elf Elite warrior 

was being hounded by four men in the center of the battlefield. 

After Daredevil was seriously injured and retreated due to the sudden explosion of the enemy’s 

strength, in addition to Tony Stark, the beast Hank and Black Widow Natasha went up to fight him with 

Rogers. 

Except for the four of them, Hawkeye kept his eyes on the side, firing arrows whenever he could, 

because back on Earth, Hawkeye’s arrows dealt direct damage to Dark Elf warriors. 

And even under such a luxurious lineup, the Dark Elf Elite warrior with explosive strength is able to 

overwhelm Rogers and his team. 

In addition to his own strength, the Dark Elf not only used that powerful black spear in battle but he also 

brought them a lot of trouble with some magical technology weapons that Tony Stark and the others 

had never seen before. 

Of course, the most important thing is that his power has not been suppressed, but has been 

strengthened due to the home environment. 

I don’t know if the battle here is too intense or because of other reasons but the black hole grenade has 

never appeared here. Of course, after encountering the dangerous black hole grenade on Spiderman’s 

side, Stark and the others have also been careful not to be easily attacked. 



After Professor Charles’ shout came, Tony and the others immediately noticed that the enemy in front 

of them was in a trance, and his movements were much stiffer. 

At the same time, a silver light appeared out of thin air on the chest of the Dark Elf Elite warrior, it was 

the power of space! The last trick of Charles and Blink’s cooperation appeared at the same time! 

Hum! 

When the Dark Elf Elite warrior’s mind was influenced by Professor Charles, Blink’s space cut finally 

appeared. In the silvery space energy, a Dark space fissure that swallowed all the light quickly cut past 

the chest of the Dark Elf Elite warrior. 

This is Blink’s ultimate move to suppress her own abilities against this area, a move that is enough to 

break the space of everything! 

Under the attack of space cut, the Dark Elf, whose mind was suppressed by Charles, suddenly woke up. 

But it was already too late and the dark space crack had cut through the bone armor on his chest, and at 

this time it was quietly swallowing the contents of the bone armor. 

Chi Chi Chi! 

“Hoo! ￥%￥&am~p;…!” The Dark Elf let out a startled and angry roar that they couldn’t understand, 

and the awakened Dark Elf warrior hurriedly retracted the spear in his hand to his chest. 

But the speed of the dark crack in space was much faster than his reaction time. By the time he was in 

the middle of his rant, the gap had completely sliced through his breastplate and went straight into his 

chest. 

“Roar!” The Dark Elf Elite warrior howls despairingly, feeling the cold force of space from his chest. 

Buzz! 

In the next moment, a special energy fluctuation suddenly came from this Dark Elf. This energy 

fluctuation is very powerful and very chaotic. In a situation where he was already in a mortal situation, 

this Dark Elf Warrior made a decision, that is, to self-destruct! This special energy fluctuation is what his 

self-destruct will release! 

And when this Dark Elf Elite warrior was self-destructing due to space cut, Rogers, who had been paying 

attention to his situation shouted to Tony. 

So, when a black light burst out from the Dark Elf, Tony just opened the chest gun and mounted it. At 

the same time, JARVIS had the other Iron Men attack the Dark Elf with their most powerful laser beams. 

Boom! 

Then there was a violent explosion, with a blinding white laser beam obscuring the black energy shock 

wave at the center. The Dark Elf Elite fighter self-destruct is obviously not as powerful as many laser 

beams under the first-hand attack of space cutting and is directly suppressed. 

Buzz~ 

Boom! 



Two seconds later, the continuous laser beam stops, and the central position of the battlefield gradually 

becomes apparent to those watching. The Elite warrior of the Dark Elf race, who had pinned down 

several powerful warriors on the Earth side, had fallen to the ground with a large gash in his chest and a 

few other wounds on his body. 

But at least there was no life left in him. In the end, the earth team paid the price of several people 

being seriously injured but the strength of the abnormal enemy is finally solved! 

Huhu~ 

After the shock wave of the explosion stopped, the standing figures of Tony and others shook in the spot 

for a few times, and then fell down feebly one by one. Although they won the battle, at last, they paid a 

heavy price. 

In the end, Dark Elf’s self-destruct was stopped, but the shock wave caused serious injuries to Tony and 

Rogers, who were closest. 

Fortunately, Rogers had a vibranium shield to rebound some of the damage, but Tony’s Iron Man suit 

could not completely resist the shock wave of this level. Tony, who had no second layer of protection, 

could only bear it with his body and he couldn’t hold on. 

As for Natasha and the Beast Hank, they weren’t at the very center of the battle at the end, so the two 

of them were being buried in the ground by the dust of the explosion. Depending on the situation, they 

have almost lost their combat effectiveness. 

Shout! 

As Tony and Rogers fell to the ground, Hawkeye and Falcon, who had been harassing the enemy from 

behind with long-range weapons, rushed in, one at a time, and helped Tony and Rogers to their feet. 

Then, without saying a word, they helped them toward the portal. Natasha and Hank the beast, who 

had just been buried under the dust, scrambled out and quickly ran towards the portal. 

Because, after the Dark Elf Elite finally died, the other Dark Elves who had just been shocked by the 

explosion had slowly recovered. The death of the leader or the general seemed to make them hesitate, 

but they still launched an attack. 

Moreover, they have no leader and they are even more crazy and disorderly. If they throw a few more 

black hole grenades then Rogers and the others really don’t know if they can return to Earth. 

“Hold on!” At this time, the earth side took advantage of the two waves of opportunity to quickly retreat 

to the space portal, and then put on a defensive posture. 

At the forefront of the portal are a few firm figures: Spiderman who was almost sucked in by the black 

hole grenade just now, Path Finder and Storm from X-Men who have been fighting without stopping, 

and some other people who are barely standing by relying on their last bit of strength, Iron Man and 

Captain America, who is clutching his shield tightly, and Hawkeye and Falcon were standing at the back. 

These heroes from various forces on earth stand firmly together for the same goal: to protect the earth. 

In front of them is the crazy and brutal Dark Elf Warriors! 



Chapter 769 Intertwining 

Huhu~ 

“Hoohoo!” 

In the face of Rogers and others, the Dark Elves charged straight ahead, unabated. 

“That… Mr. Stark, can we really stop them?” Spiderman asks Tony with his legs shaking as he looks at 

the Dark Elves and the cannon fodder monsters rushing in front of him. 

“We have no other option than to stop them here! What we are guarding behind us is not a simple 

portal, but a portal to the earth! We can’t let them rush through!” Hearing Peter’s words, Tony quickly 

replied in a tired tone. 

“That’s right! Even if we have to retreat, this portal must be guarded!” After Tony spoke, Rogers who 

was standing on the other side also shouted. 

Hearing Tony and Rogers’ words, Storm and the others did not speak, but their eyes gradually became 

firm. These Superheros of various forces on Earth stood in a row and built a solid defense layer with 

their seemingly ordinary bodies. 

Whoosh! 

The Dark Elves had already rushed to a position less than ten meters away from Rogers’ defense line, 

and everyone was ready to move and defend this position. 

Rogers’s shield had been raised slightly; Tony’s Iron Man suit has been lit up again; And beside him, 

Spiderman’s fist is tightly clenched; There is a flash of electricity in Storm’s open hands; Natasha already 

had two small knives in her hand; Hawkeye and Falcon in the rear had already taken aim at the Dark Elf 

warriors coming from the opposite direction. 

“Hoho! @…(+&!” The Dark Elf’s roared as they had already rushed into the battle zone. 

Shout! 

“Go! Stop them!” Rogers threw the shield in his hand as he shouted and rushed towards the coming 

enemy. 

Brush Brush! 

As Rogers threw the shield, several black and white lasers and purple thunderbolts appeared 

momentarily from behind him, attacking the Dark Elves from sideways and from high above them. 

Buzz! 

“JARVIS!” Tony shouted loudly while the miniature Arc Reactor on his chest continuously released laser 

beams on Dark Elves. 

“Yes, sir.” JARVIS’ voice rang in Tony’s ear. 

Brush Brush! 



In the next moment, less than ten Iron Mans left on the battlefield under the control of JARVIS launched 

a suicide attack on the Dark Elf below. These Iron Man rushed into the Dark Elf team, making the already 

chaotic team even more disorderly. 

“Hoohoo!” The Dark Elves who had lost their minds directly carried out encirclement tactics on these 

enemies who rushed into his team, and a large number of Dark Elves attacked these Iron Man. 

Dong Dong Dong! 

Even though the Iron Man suit’s alloy defense is very high, it was quickly dismantled into pieces of 

scattered parts and scrap under the attack of so many Dark Elf. 

“Explode!” JARVIS suddenly issued an order in the background when the Iron Man Armors that had 

rushed into the Dark Elf team had almost been removed. 

Buzz! ~ 

In the next moment, there was a sudden surge of energy from the disassembled parts of Iron Man’s suit 

scattered throughout the Dark Elf ranks. Moreover, this energy wave is becoming more and more 

unstable. Before their energy runs out and in order to relieve the pressure on his team, Tony resolutely 

decided to make these Iron Man self-destruct! 

Bang! 

Bang! 

Bang! 

At the moment when Dark Elves had gathered together to unwrap the Iron Man’s suit, a series of violent 

explosions broke out, sending blinding white streaks out of the ring with Dark Elf’s terrified screams! 

Although the energy in the miniature Arc Reactor has been depleted a lot, this burst of energy is not 

something that these ordinary Dark Elf warriors can stop. Therefore, under such a close-range explosion, 

more than a dozen Dark Elves directly lost their combat effectiveness. However, although more than a 

dozen Dark Elves were instantly resolved, JARVIS also lost the last few Iron Man suits. 

Not caring about what the Iron Man’s self-destruct had accomplished, Rogers and others were once 

again caught up in a chaotic battle. The Dark Elf Elite warrior is dead, but before he died, he was able to 

deplete the strength of the powerful warriors on the Earth’s side. 

Therefore, the Earth’s team continued to shrink its defense line under the impact of the Dark Elves. 

Boom! 

During the fight, Spiderman, who had run out of the spider web, was hit by a single blow when he was 

besieged by several Dark Elves and cannon fodder-level monsters. 

Peter, who flew upside down, fell to the core position guarded by the Earth team. The wounded and a 

few researchers were stayed here, just like Dr. Banner, who has not transformed was also staying here. 

“Cough cough! I won’t let you through here!” Peter quickly got up from the ground while covering his 

chest and coughing. 



Brush! 

In the next moment, Spiderman’s figure quickly rushed into the battlefield again, forming a solid line of 

defense with other people who were still fighting. 

Looking at their teammates who were fighting hard in front of them, the wounded men who were 

placed in the rear safe zone all had a look of firm indignation in their eyes. 

If they were not too badly wounded at this time, they would have taken their submachine guns to the 

front like those of their lightly wounded teammates. However, in this group of people, a person’s eyes 

have been hesitant. 

“Should I make a move or not? Now the situation is already critical! But… If Hulk is continuously 

awakened within 24 hours then I can’t effectively control him. In such a melee, a furious Hulk would be a 

worse threat to Rogers and others!” Seeing that “weak” vigilante like Spiderman is desperately guarding 

everyone, Dr. Banner, who has always been protected by everyone, though. 

As an Earthling entering Dark Elf’s territory for the second time, Dr. Banner had already turned into Hulk 

once because of an attack last time. 

Moreover, Hulk’s strength was not inexplicably suppressed. So, if Dr. Banner turned into the Hulk at this 

time and if he could still be controlled by him, then it would not be a problem for him to help Tony and 

the others through this immediate crisis. 

However, because of Hulk’s instability, neither Rogers nor Tony asked Dr. Banner to transform. Now that 

the situation has reached this point, if Dr. Banner has to worry about that much then it’s a question of 

whether Rogers and his crew will make it back to Earth safely. 

Chapter 770 Support 

Whoosh! 

Boom! 

Bursts of fire erupted in the battle ahead from time to time and people fell from time to time and they 

were then dragged to the rear safe area by their teammates. Tony and the others were under increasing 

pressure, but the speed of retreat on the side of the portal could not be affected in the slightest. 

“Hulk… Can I try again?!” Dr. Banner thought hesitantly in his heart while watching the battle ahead and 

the orderly and slow retreat of the wounded behind him. 

However, no matter how Dr. Banner mentally interchanged the Hulk, the Hulk did not respond. After all 

these years of self-cultivation, Dr. Banner does have some control over Hulk when he shows up. But, you 

know, it takes Hulk to do that. And now, the Hulk has only recently appeared, and his reappearance will 

certainly not be controlled by Dr. Banner. 

“Cough Cough!” 

“Damn it! Bobby!” 



As Dr. Banner hesitated, the casualties on his side of the portal grew. More of them are seriously 

injured, and they are getting worse without much medical attention. However, the transfer of casualties 

in the portal cannot be accelerated, and each casualty must safely enter the space portal with the help 

of a teammate. 

“No! If this goes on like this then Rogers and others will be dragged down here. Regardless of whether 

Hulk can be controlled or not, I will try it!” 

Then, Dr. Banner reached out to take off his glasses. 

Buzz~ 

And just when Dr. Banner decided to release the Hulk, the Spatial fluctuations that had been emanating 

from the portal behind him suddenly became more intense. Then, the wounded who had retreated 

there in an orderly manner suddenly found that they could no longer enter the portal. 

“What’s going on?! Why can’t we get in?!” The change in the portal was a shock to the retreating party, 

and if something went wrong with this portal then they could all be trapped and killed in a foreign land. 

“Could it be!…” Unlike others who were shocked and worried when they saw the change in the space 

portal, Dr. Banner, who had already decided to transform, was filled with joy because of the change in 

the space portal. 

Buzz! 

Brush Brush! 

The next moment, because the spatial fluctuations were too strong to allow people to enter the portal, 

many figures they were familiar with suddenly rushed out one after another, they are Iron Man! A brand 

new Iron Man Legion had come here from the Siberia base on Earth! 

“Sure enough, Siberia’s support is here!” Watching the brand-new Iron Mans rushing out of the portal, 

Dr. Banner put his hand on his glasses and said softly to himself. 

Given the information Rogers sent back to Earth, the Siberia base should be giving them some pretty 

strong support. So, as long as there is another hope, Dr. Banner will not risk releasing the uncontrollable 

Hulk. Also, if the Hulk is released this time and Dr. Banner can’t control him then he doesn’t know if he’ll 

be on Earth the next time he wakes up. 

Brush Brush! 

“It’s Iron Man! It’s Iron Man! Lots of Iron Man! Our support is here! Support is here!” 

“Everyone hold on! We will be able to return to Earth safely!” 

After more and more Iron Man rushed out, the wounded men guarding the portal shouted excitedly. 

They know what their teammates who are fighting not far away wanted to hear most at this time, so 

they shouted out loud to tell the news to those in the battle as soon as possible. While shouting, the 

eyes of the wounded who were placed in the rear couldn’t help but see something crystal clear. 

… 



Brush Brush! 

Over the battlefield in front of the portal, the new Iron Man Legion quickly joined the battle and soon 

stabilized the obvious disadvantage of the Earth team. These Iron Man have already established a 

connection with JARVIS after rushing out of the portal, so they quickly participated in the battle. 

With a new force, JARVIS can of course exert great power again, not to mention turning the tide of the 

battle, it should be absolutely no problem for him to protect Tony and the others to retreat smoothly. 

Boom! 

“Sir, there are a total of 100 Iron Mans who have come to support this time. Fifty-three have come here 

now, and 47 are in the process of being teleported.” JARVIS’s voice came to Tony’s ear as he shot two 

lasers through the cannon fodder monsters that were rushing towards him. 

“A hundred… JARVIS on the other side of the earth is determined enough!” Hearing JARVIS’s report, 

Tony said to himself with relief. 

Of course, Tony certainly doesn’t feel bad about the 100 Iron Man suits. Not even Stark Industries on 

Earth would frown at their current situation. However, It surprised Tony that JARVIS, who had been cut 

off from Dark Elf’s side was able to send a hundred Iron Men directly on Rogers’s call for help. 

Of course, Tony didn’t know that the JARVIS of Earth had some other circumstances to send out all of 

Tony’s Iron Man so decisively. After the accident happened on Lin Rui’s side, it was impossible for JARVIS 

to underestimate the Dark Elves. He must use his greatest strength to save Tony Stark and others. 

“Since there are 100 Iron Mans to support, then the mission of counterattack would be left to you, 

JARVIS.” Tony continued to speak to JARVIS without asking his doubts. 

Although the Dark Elves in front of them were still very strong, the injured Tony and others couldn’t last 

long. However, the power of one hundred Iron Man is strong enough. Even if Tony and the others 

retreated at this time, such a large number of Iron Man would be able to protect them here and they 

would allow them to return to Earth safely. 

“Okay, sir. However, this time I also brought some bad news from Earth.” Hearing Tony’s words, JARVIS 

first agreed, and then continued. 

“Huh? Bad news? What is it?” Tony, who had just relaxed a little bit, suddenly asked in a hurry when he 

heard JARVIS’s words. 

“Mr. Jackson is now seriously injured and unconscious, and his vitals are very unstable,” JARVIS told him 

the result that Tony was most concerned about. 

Boom! 

Hearing JARVIS’ answer, Tony, who was shooting at a Dark Elf soldier, staggered. The attack missed 

under JARVIS’ smart aiming, almost hitting Rogers who was fighting. 

“JARVIS, I will leave everything here to you, I want to go back to Earth as soon as possible!” Tony said in 

a deep voice without asking anymore to JARVIS. 



Boom! 

In the next moment, Tony had already driven the Iron Man into the sky and left the battlefield, rushing 

towards the portal behind him. 

 


